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IMELDA
John Herdman

John Herdman's masterpiece of the
modern Scottish Gothic appears in print,
e-book and audio book with a new
introduction from the author.
Black humour and even blacker lives
collide in a tale of love and murder on an
old Scottish Borders family estate.
In a grotesque story told from two
consummately contrasting angles we find
the arrogant genius, Frank, known as
'Superbo', and his hated, ponderous
brother Hubert.
An assured masterpiece from Scotland's greatest living chronicler of the dark
side, Imelda, first published in 1993 became an instant classic of Scottish letters.

*

John Herdman was born in Edinburgh and educated at Magdalene College, Cambridge, where he
graduated with a double first in English in 1963 and afterwards did research in Scottish literature.
In the late 1960s and 1970s he was much involved in Scottish nationalism, both political and
literary, a period recalled in his memoirs Poets, Pubs, Polls and Pillar Boxes (Akros, 1999) and
Another Country (Thirsty Books, 2013).
As a fiction writer, Herdman’s main publications have been Descent (1968), A Truth Lover (1973),
Memoirs of my Aunt Minnie / Clapperton (1974), Pagan’s Pilgrimage (1978), Stories Short and
Tall (1979), Imelda and Other Stories (1993), Ghostwriting (1995), Four Tales (2000),
The Sinister Cabaret (2001), and My Wife’s Lovers (2007). A French edition of Imelda appeared
in 2006.
To celebrate Herdman's 80th year in 2021, Gothic World Literature Editions will republish a
further three of John Herdman's fictions These have been digitally scanned and prepared in new
editions, with introductions from the author, and in print, e-book and audiobook.

ISBN 9780993227257
PRICE £8.99
PAGES 115

Literary fiction
Gothic fiction

"Imelda reads like a substantial work of fiction .... a disturbing,
grotesquely comic and compelling tale ... irresistible in its intensity ...
Imelda is an engaging and arresting psychological study, and it shows
Herdman at his very best."
Brian McCabe, The Scotsman
"Imelda establishes itself from the start as a gripping, substantial tale."
Tom Adair, Scotland on Sunday
"Herdman has mastered a unique, dry, grotesquely humorous voice ....
Imelda is the centrepiece .... a masterly mingling of the petty and the
paranoid, the pathetic and the boastful, the credible and the incredible ....
Herdman deserves to be much more widely known; this subtle, assured
little masterpiece should go a long way to establishing him among our
foremost novelists."
Douglas Gifford, Books in Scotland
".... this dark, tragic story .... Imelda is nightmarish in both its subject and
means of narration - and yet is completely and utterly compelling."
Angela Finlayson, Chapman
"Herdman continues a tradition of Scottish surrealism which has been
around since Hogg and Galt."
Carl MacDougall, The Glasgow Herald
"Herdman's writing is a feat of great wit and invention."
Julie Morrice, Scotland on Sunday

WARNING! Contains moderate bloody
violence against slavers and
plantation owners.

THE BLACK VAMPYRE;
A LEGEND OF ST. DOMINGO

This pioneer vampire tale from
1819 spills revenge-cold blood
as its narrator leads us through
high gothic terror, to radical
outrage, to in-jokes for the
New York literati and broadsides on the morality of slavery,
reaching a blood-soaked
conclusion dripping with 'biting'
polemic vilifying the bankers who
caused the horrendous economic
recession of that same year.

The Black Vampyre is a genuine lost classic, a must-have for horror
afficiandos, readers of classic literature and those interested in the
histories of slavery, horror fiction, and early 19th Century America.

* The Black Vampyre; A Legend of St. Domingo tells the affrighting tale
of a slave who is resurrected as a vampire after being killed by his owner;
the slave seeks revenge by stealing the owner's son and marrying the
owner's wife. * First time EVER in paperback.
* The anonymous writer D'Arcy sets the story against the conditions that
led to the Haitian Revolution.
* This emancipatory tale from literary New York in the 1810s arguably
dates the birth of horror as know it! *
* This edition features a new introduction as well as extensive notes and
a guide to literary allusions.

ISBN 9781914090004
PRICE £6.99
PAGES 112

Literary fiction
Vampire fiction
Slavery / history

The most dysfunctional of all beings rub
against each other in the desperate search
for human happiness in John Herdman's
gothic miserene, Clapperton.
This volume also includes John Herdman's
The Devil and Dr Tuberose, and a complete
Herdman bibliography, 1963 - 2021

"John Herdman skilfully treads a vertiginous edge between satiric comedy
and high seriousness."
The Scotsman
Two tales of the derangement and the psychopathy peculiar to the Caledonian
Antisyzygy. Brace yourself for hilarity, ridicule and an exquisite dose of oddity!
* Gothic World Literature Editions is publishing six of the best novels of Scottish
writer John Herdman to mark the author's 80th birthday in 2021.
"I was struck by Herdman's wry, philosophical bent, his acute sense of place and
perception and anguish at the plight of the human condition .... But despite
the pitch darkness and seriousness of his themes, Herdman is an appealing writer,
with a clipped, laconic and lugubrious wit, capable of swiftly etching a scene ....
goodness knows why John Herdman is not much better known than he is."
Alan Taylor, The Sunday Herald

ISBN 9781914090011
PRICE £8.99
PAGES 110

Literary fiction
Gothic fiction

Ghostwriting
by John Herdman

A delicious study in paranoia
from the master of the modern
Scottish Gothic.
"A dark, cautionary tale, utterly compelling
and charged with Herdman's unwavering
sense of irony and his sharp satirical bite."
Brian McCabe, The Scotsman

A finespun tale of doubles and confused identities.
Ghost-writer Leonard Balmain finds himself drawn into an unwanted complicity
with the dark revelations unfolding within that of his subject ― the mysterious
Torquil Tod.
When Tod's tale turns into murder and sexual betrayal, Leonard realises he knows
too much and is in danger of ending up on the very pages of Tod's turbulent history.
Black magic, sacrificial murder and cannibalism collide in an uneasy voyage
towards, and from beyond, the grave.
"A story of deception and betrayal, of obsession and confused identities, but
more importantly it is Herdman's best novel."
Carl MacDougall, The Herald
"A powerful evocation of the uncanny psychological bonding between ghost
biographer Leonard Balmain and his elusive and sinister subject, Torquil Tod.....
Herdman captures very clearly the tone of the dramatic monologues of Hogg and
Stevenson, while managing to maintain a contemporary resonance."
Douglas Gifford, Books in Scotland

ISBN 9781914090035
PRICE £8.99
PAGES 184

Literary fiction
Gothic fiction

"He has a lively imagination, sometimes fantastic, sometimes dark ... The combination of fancy and
reason which characterises his stories is very agreeable. Witty, original, clever and humane."
Allan Massie, The Scotsman
"Exquisite tension, tales that are often disturbing, even when they are grimly humorous ....
Herdman's prose pursues the complex and the elusive... he exposes the void at the heart of
selfhood, and lets us see just how rich and complex that void is."
John Burnside, Scotland on Sunday
"Herdman is an experienced author of novels and short stories and has a distinctive voice. His
narratives have a clarity of a kind that presents limitless uncertainties... This author should
be better known."
Nicholas Clee, The Guardian
"Staying power does not come by accident, and all the hallmarks of Herdman's experience are on
display here - his ability to evoke laughter from serious subjects, to display erudition without
alienating his readers and to deal at once passionately and delicately with powerful material,
lending an overriding sense of craftsmanship to his work ... Herdman traverses an impressive
stylistic, linguistic and emotional range ... Where John Herdman is concerned, normal service is a
high standard indeed."
Andy Gloege, Edinburgh Review
"He continues a tradition of Scottish surrealism which has been around since Hogg and Galt."
The Herald
"Herdman's writing is a feat of great wit and invention."
Scotland on Sunday
"John Herdman skillfully treads a vertiginous edge between satiric comedy and high seriousness."
The Scotsman
"A fiction writer of skill and ingenuity whose constant shifts and turns perplex and beguile his
readers as he weaves prose narratives of surreal power and sharp satirical bite."
John Burnside, The Scotsman
"It is a tribute to Herdman's writing that he evokes so many writers without ever seeming to
imitate them .. the quality of Herdman's fantastic imaginings commands respect."
Christopher Whyte, Scotland on Sunday
"I was struck by Herdman's wry, philosophical bent, his acute sense of place and perception and
anguish at the plight of the human condition .... But despite the pitch darkness and seriousness of
his themes, Herdman is an appealing writer, with a clipped, laconic and lugubrious wit, capable of
swiftly etching a scene. Goodness knows why John Herdman is not much better known than he is."
Alan Taylor, The Sunday Herald
CLAPPERTON
".... delightful and remarkable .... John Herdman uses language like a virtuoso."
Isobel Murray, Scottish Educational Journal
"Mr Herdman's psychological ingenuity remains extraordinary .... there are moments when,
transferred to Scotland they sound something like Dostoevsky's "Notes from Underground"".
The Glasgow Herald
"Comedy brilliantly essayed ... a potent portrayer of the grotesque."
Cuthbert Graham, Press & Journal

POETRY
IMPRINT

image: LOUISE MALONE

"I’m a woman. I support them. I’m
bisexual. I support them. I’m a feminist.
I support them. I endure regular abuse
for being trans. I support them.
I am called a “poof” by the unenlightened.
I support them. My name is Lesley, and
I'm a woman. That is to say that I am
human, just like you, and you like me."

A meditation on the passing of time, a declaration that life, love and poetry are
defined by time, are all about time and timing.
Here are love poems, life poems, elegies, aubades, odes, existential solitude
poems, prose poems, joyous poems of fleeting human pleasures, poems
compassionate, sanguine and witty, poems delicate with vulnerability, urgent
poems on survival over time.

These are powerful, moving and accomplished poems that speak to all humanity,
written by a certain woman documenting her uncertain becomings over time.
JANE GOLDMAN

ISBN 9780993227288
PRICE £12.99
PAGES 184

Poetry / Scottish

Press
Lesley Storm has appeared as a Salon Exclusive guest and
reader on Damian Barr's Literary Salon Podcast (Feb 2021)

https://www.theliterarysalon.co.uk/podcast

* Jim Ferguson's 8th book
* One of Glasgow's favourite
poets and performers
* Full collection, with audio
and ebooks available

Poems and lyrics from free-flowing Glasgow writer Jim Ferguson
poet, novelist, dissenter, teacher and performer.
Jim's loose, kinetic and improvisational rhythms are drawn from
Scots speech and the ebb and flow of consciousness itself.
With a sometimes gentle, sometimes psychotic candour, and a
weird pleasure all of its own, Jim's voice shares politics,
dreams and the surreal effects of globalism on the individual.
Jim Ferguson is a poet, pamphleteer and novelist based in
Glasgow.
Born in 1961, Jim has been writing and publishing since 1986 and
is a Creative Writing Tutor at Glasgow Kelvin College.

ISBN 9780955488535
PRICE £8.99
PAGES 120

Poetry / Scottish

WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT YOU

by EDDIE GIBBONS
Playful, thoughtful, inventive, and much
larger than your average slim volume
What They Say About You was shortlised
in poetry for Scottish Book of the Year.
Eddie Gibbons was born in Liverpool, and
lives in Scotland.
He was a winner at the Inaugural Edwin Morgan
poetry prize at the Edinburgh International
Book Festival in 2008.
He is a founder of the Lemon Tree Writers’
Group in Aberdeen, and has read at StAnza.

a haiku is like
an orange with seventeen
pips in three segments

"Portrait of Anna Dali is one of the best British poems of recent times – a masterpiece."
Les Murray
"What a book. It’s like fast-forwarding table tennis match between a stand-up comic and a
psycho-therapist. Or like Roger McGough on a bleak Sunday in 1965 unburdening to Pam Ayres."
Helena Nelson
"I was delighted with Eddie’s poems. The changes from sad to happy, from downbeat to
zappy, all one enriching tapestry."
John Hegley

ISBN 9780955488511
PRICE £10
PAGES 162

Poetry / Scottish

Pierpoint Press

fiction // COUNTER FICTION

THE SINNER
Stuart MacGregor
Wild, experimental and nihilistic,
The Sinner was published two months
after the death of its author, Stuart
MacGregor, who was killed in a motor
accident in Jamaica, on Burns' Night,
in 1973.
This lost classic is republished in 2021
with the support and co-operation of
the author's estate.
“The fight is between the slick and poppy folk-music that is earning London producers a fortune,
and preserving the purity of the folk-music of the travelling communities of Scotland for future
generations. MacGregor's character and partial alter-ego, Denis Sellars makes it clear that this
is the sort of music people have bled over and the living owe a debt to their ancestors to ensure
only the song is passed on in its purest form, not the celebrity of the singer. The battleground is
the bodies, ears and minds of those involved, so naturally the novel shows how fealty to a cause
or person can be tested to breaking point.”
From Richie McCaffery’s new Introduction to The Sinner

* Popular Scottish author died young in 1973
* Unique slice of Scottish literary history
* First published by Calder and Boyars, this is
THE SINNER's first reprint since 1973

ISBN 9781914090103
PRICE £9.99
PAGES 338

Literary fiction / Scottish
Classic Scottish fiction

Press: Edinburgh Evening News February 2021:

The Sinner by Stuart MacGregor is available in print,
ebook and audiobook format.

Leamington Books
Main Imprint
Welcome to Edinburgh
" ... where Poets rave, recite, and madden
as they stand."
We create Edinburgh Editions
of our books available in
bookshops as well as
print-on-demand and
audio and electronic titles
available through online
book sellers.

The One O'Clock Gun
ANTHOLOGY
Distributed from handmade wooden boxes,
the One O’Clock Gun appears to be an A4
sheet but in fact folds out to a double-sided
A2 broadsheet, both sides crammed with
stories poems and illustrations.
Although the Gun began with a handful of
writers penning their stories under
pseudonyms, it wasn’t long before amateur
and professional authors alike were attracted,
and slowly as its reputation grew,
submissions came in from farther afield.

* Over 50 writers represented in the Anthology
* The only place in print to find the Alasdair Gray pieces:
"Billy Semple, A Vignette" and
"Susan Boyd, A Brief Life"
CONTRIBUTORS:

Andy Anderson, Raymond Bell, Don Birnam, Graham Brodie, Peter Burnett, Robin Cairns
Angus Calder, Paul Carter, Reggie Chamberlain-King, Sandy Christie, Michael Conway
Gav Duvet, Keith Farquhar, Craig Gibson, Rodge Glass, Alasdair Gray, Gerry Hillman
Martin Hillman, Gavin Inglis, Robert Alan Jamieson, Will Lawson, Jenny Lindsay
Barry McLaren, Steve McLellan, James Mooney, Marc Phillips, Karl Plume, Jim Ritchie
Suhayl Saadi, Eoin Sanders, Cathy Scrutton, Andrew Smith, Robin Vandome, Kevin Williamson
Andrew J Wilson, Ross Wilson, Kirsti Wishart, James Wood

"This small serving allows the complex mish mash of modern literature to be
understood as a unified body. One O’Clock Gun is one of the few anthologies
where so many different types of writing; poetry and prose, fact and fiction,
pessimism, optimism, tales of home and abroad sit so easily together.
Whether reading from cover to cover or dipping in and out, it is this variety,
held together by strong themes that make this book great."
Gutter Magazine
"This anthology gathers together material from each of the Gun's first 17 issues,
including essays by the late Angus Calder, and work by Alasdair Gray, Suhayl Saadi
and then-newbies like Rodge Glass, Peter Burnett and Jenny Lindsay (whose poem,
In Scotland We Know We're Fucked, shines brightly even in the eyes of a confirmed
anti-poetry barbarian like myself). Not everything here is (to paraphrase Calder)
witty and/or beautiful (the early fondness for archaic prose was thankfully dropped
after the first year), but there are enough gems to ensure this is a fitting tribute to
he Capital's literary grassroots."
The Skinny
"There is too little free speech in newspapers nowadays, when even professedly
liberal publications soften down hard facts that their owners and advertisers find
inconvenient. Free newspapers, of course, have to be paid out of somebody’s pocket
… the owners of the One O’Clock Gun are free enough to say what they like."
Alasdair Gray

ISBN 9780955488559
PRICE £10
PAGES 288
Includes 24 illustrations

Anthologies / Scottish
Literary / Poetry
INCLUDES 16 PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES
by ROBIN GILLANDERS

Sample back issues of the One O'Clock Gun
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